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The particle itself would be
just the grey strings in the
picture (no color and a lot
thinner of course). 
It would fit perfectly inside of
a dodecahedron. 
Actual string length is about
one Ångström and it is fine
enough were 10 strings (20
radii) could curl-up into the
size of a neutron.
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Everything in the Universe is made from one type of particle. 
All workings of the Universe are result from said particle.

18 is the Determinate Number in Electron Shell Configuration

Everything is made from strings. (not the string theory type) 

The basic string is approximately one Ångström in length and can be
considered 1-D, that's one dimensional (although in reality it must actually
have an infinitesimally small width) 
Ten of those strings form the basic particle... that's 10 strings joined at their
centers (or 20 radii emanating from a common center). 
It's the vertices of the dodecahedron or the faces of the icosahedron
(platonic solids.) 
This is a way stuff can form and happen automatically. 

Electron ---∗--- 

An electron is shaped like the metal spines of an umbrella (without the hinges
or fabric of course). 
One string extents from where your hand would hold it up to the center of
axis. There, eighteen strings (or radii) extent out in the same curved disc
type shape as the umbrella. The last string goes straight up (the same length
as all the rest) and connects with the field in space (space is made of the
same stuff by the way). 
Notice the way some elements in vertical columns in the Periodic table chart have an atomic number with
difference of 18 between them. Most of the chart is like that (notice how many columns there are). 
It's because 18 is the determinant number in electron shell configuration. 
Every electron particle has 20 strings. 
One string is attached to the proton. 
One string connects with space (or an electron in the next outer shell). 
The other 18 strings form the electron disc. 

When electrons connect with each other they have 18 strings to play with. 

Check the larger noble gases: Argon 18, Krypton 36, Xenon 54, Radon 86, the amount of electrons in
outermost shells will always sum to 18, the first three even have atomic numbers that are multiples of
eighteen. Three groups of six radii from one electron can form (along with seven other electrons) the
corners of a cube or the "Octet Rule" and seal off the package. 

Important note: Electrons are actually particles but they (the strings they are made from) form a mesh-
like cage around the nucleus. They are also held in place by string connections to the protons. 
An electron is actually not moving... only the vibrations that are traveling around the strings are moving...
and that's what everyone mistakenly thinks an electron is. 

Electrons (particles) cannot orbit around a nucleus. 

The protons are stationary and the (multiple) electrons that supposedly are orbiting would require a
massive amount of bearings and axles. And they would also interfere with each others orbits. 
You can't use "force" as the holder (or carrier) because any force is also made from particles or their
connection. 
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To make matters worse... an equatorial orbit (supposedly happening) would need something like a circular
track around the proton (actually the nucleus as a whole) with a sliding connection. The whole thing is
ridiculous. Electrons (particles) cannot orbit around a nucleus. 
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